News, Notes, and Queries NEW BIBLIOGRAPHICAL RESOURCE FOR HISTORY OF FRENCH MEDICINE Historians of French medicine might be interested to learn that a major bibliographical resource is now at their disposal. The Bibliotheque Nationale (BN), Paris, holds an enormous collection of French-language works relating to medicine. Those published before 1863 are included in the Catalogue des sciences medicales (3 vols., Paris, 1857-89) . But works published later are difficult to trace.
The BN does contain an enormous card-file in the hemicycle, relating to works on medicine published from 1889 to 1925. This file is difficult to use and cannot be consulted without official authorization. Many of the works listed in this file do not appear in either the BN's published author catalogue or the unpublished subject catalogue.
Recently, Dr Michel Bouille, a historian working in Paris, performed a major service for all historians of French medicine by preparing four related bibliographies based on these and other card-files at the BN. Together, these contain 10,300 separate references, including BN call numbers (and in some cases, reference numbers at the Paris Faculty of Medicine and even the National Library of Medicine).
The Cule.
An exhibition of paediatric historical interest was mounted by Dr Marshall Annear, which included a superb collection of feeding-bottles and pap-boats, kindly loaned by Dr Richard West. On the social side, never neglected by the Welsh, the University College of Swansea and the University of Wales gave a reception in the library of the castle before dinner on 6 April. Delegates were given a Welsh gastronomic experience with 'A taste of laverbread' before lunch, on 7 April. The City of Swansea provided a reception attended by the Deputy Lord Mayor before the Banquet, at which Sir Gordon Wolstenholme proposed a toast to "The City of Swansea and its University College" with a response by Professor Emeritus Glanmor Williams. 
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